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Until 20th-century reorganization Checkendon parish stretched c.6¼ miles from Littlestoke 

by the River Thames through to Wyfold on the Chiltern dip slope.1 The church, unusually for 

the area, stands on the Chiltern ridge towards the centre of the parish, close to Checkendon 

Court; the surrounding Checkendon ‘village’ was a mere hamlet until the 20th century, 

however, and settlement across the parish remains scattered. At Littlestoke a medieval 

riverside hamlet shrank to little more than a single manor house and farmstead by probably 

the 16th century, while the nearby country house at Braziers Park (remodelled in the 18th) 

originated as an isolated farmhouse. Settlement at Wyfold, a former grange of Thame 

abbey, reflects 12th- and 13th-century woodland assarting, the present-day Wyfold Court 

(built in flamboyant French Gothic style) occupying a new site adopted in the 1870s, and 

serving as a psychiatric hospital from the 1930s until 1993. 

 

                                            
1 This account was written in 2019 and revised in 2020. 
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LANDSCAPE, SETTLEMENT, AND BUILDINGS 

 

Parish Boundaries 

 

In 1878 the parish covered 3,077 a.,2 its unusual shape resulting from the incorporation of a 

large block of Chiltern woodland around Wyfold. Unlike the rest of the parish, that area 

(sometimes called Wyfold ‘liberty’)3 belonged to the royal manor of Benson until the 1150s, 

and remained a detached part of Ewelme or Benson hundred;4 it nevertheless belonged to 

Checkendon parish by 1452, having perhaps been taken in following the area’s grant to 

Thame abbey c.1153.5 The rest formed a typical Chiltern ‘strip’ parish running up from the 

Thames, along whose mid-stream the boundary was confirmed in 1219.6 The long northern 

and southern boundaries followed open-field furlongs, wood banks, hedgerows, and lanes, 

diverting around the upland woods to take in Neal’s farm and Hook End. The eastern 

boundary with Rotherfield Peppard brought in the site of the former abbey grange, and was 

probably also fixed after the 1150s.7 

 

    

 

A 15-a. meadow at Littlestoke (formerly attached to Ipsden parish) was transferred to 

Checkendon in 1883, and more substantial changes in 1952 created a reduced civil parish of 

2,574 a., with 497 a. (including Littlestoke) lost to South Stoke, 379 a. (including Braziers 

Park) to Ipsden, and 51 a. (including Wyfold Grange) to Rotherfield Peppard. Gains included 

Nuthatch and Scot’s Common (both from Ipsden). Alterations in 1992 and 2003, the former 

                                            
2 OS Area Bk (1878). For boundaries, UCA, E24/M1/1−2 (maps of 1789 and 1820); OHC, tithe map. 
3 e.g. M.S. Gretton (ed.), Oxon. Justices of Peace in 17th Century (ORS 16, 1934), 80; OHC, 
QSD/L/72; ibid. CH/E VI/53−4. 
4 Below, landownership; local govt. 
5 Lincs. Arch. REG/20, f. 3v.; below, landownership. 
6 Below, econ. hist. (milling).  
7 Below (settlement); VCH Oxon. XVI, 303−4. 

The parish of Checkendon 
c.1850. Source: Oxon. Atlas.  
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taking in Exlade Street from Woodcote and the latter ceding Wyfold Court to Rotherfield 

Peppard, left Checkendon with c.2,434 a. (985 ha) in 2011.8 

 

 

 

Landscape 

 

The parish lies on chalk, overlain by alluvium beside the Thames, and on the Chiltern hills by 

patches of clay, silt, sand, and flinty gravel,9 which were sometimes quarried for brick earth, 

chalk marl, and road stone.10 The land rises from 45 m. at Littlestoke to 90 m. on a hillock 

called Leasendon or Watch Folly,11 climbing more steeply up the Chiltern scarp to 170 m. at 

Hammond’s and Wheeler’s Farms. Checkendon itself, on the Chiltern ridge at 170−180 m., 

stands at the head of a dry valley which presumably gave it its valley-related place name.12 

The well-wooded Wyfold and Hook End are divided by a shallower dry valley known as 

Splashall or Rumerhedge Bottom, the land beyond falling gently eastwards to 120 m. at 

Wyfold Grange.13 

 Water supply until the 20th century was chiefly from wells, clay-lined ponds, and 

underground cisterns filled with rainwater collected from roofs, although in times of drought 

river water was carted uphill from the Thames at Littlestoke.14 Ponds documented from the 

Middle Ages included several with names incorporating Old English mere,15 while 

                                            
8 Census, 1891–2011; OS Maps 6”, Oxon. LII.NW (1883 edn); 1:25000, SU 68 (1960 edn); sheet 171 
(2009 edn); S. Oxon. (Parishes) Orders 1992 and 2000. For eccl. boundaries, below, relig. hist. 
9 Geol. Surv. Map 1:50000 (solid and drift), sheet 254 (1980 edn). 
10 Below, econ. hist.; OHC, PAR61/2/A1/1, s.a. 1844−5 (road stone). 
11 Formerly ‘Levesendone’ or ‘Lesyndon’, incorporating OE dūn (hill): Boarstall Cart. p. 23; Berks. RO, 
D/EH/T64/6; Sale Cat., Littlestoke Estate (1917): copy in Bodl. GA Oxon. b 92 (3). 
12 Incorporating OE denu (valley). The first element’s meaning is uncertain: cf. PN Oxon. I, 45; M. 
Gelling and A. Cole, The Landscape of Place-Names (2000), 119; V. Watts, Cambridge Dictionary of 
English Place-Names (2004), 128. 
13 OS Maps 1:25000, sheet 171 (2009 edn); 1:2500, Oxon. LIII.10 (1878 edn). 
14 Check. scrapbk, pp. 121, 126. 
15 Thame Cart. II, nos. 177−8; Rot. Hund. II, 764, 779; TNA, E 210/6648 (‘Lakemer’, now Lackmore); 
cf. Gelling and Cole, Landscape of Place-Names, 21−7. 

Bottom Farm, situated in the 
dry valley which presumably 
gave Checkendon its name.  
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Checkendon ‘village’ had ponds near the church, one of them known later as Black Ditch.16 

In 1868 villagers reportedly preferred the water from a ‘dirty looking’ pond by the churchyard 

to the ‘clear, tasteless, and cold’ water obtained from a 300-ft rectory well sunk after 1790, 

which they shunned as ‘unwholesome’.17 Mains water was provided from c.1904 by the 

Goring & Streatley District Gas & Water Co. and its successor the South Oxfordshire Water 

& Gas Co.18 

 

Communications 

 

Early long-distance routes crossing Checkendon parish north–south included the pre-Roman 

Icknield Way, following the foot of the scarp to a river crossing at Goring.19 On lower ground, 

Tudding way (the modern B4009) and ‘Small Port Way’ (the A4074) both ran from 

Wallingford to Reading.20 The Chiltern ridge is traced by a probable prehistoric ridgeway 

along which Checkendon ‘village’ developed,21 and which was formerly connected to the 

valley routes and Littlestoke (with its ferry)22 by a lane along the dry valley past Bottom 

Farm. Now partly surviving as a bridleway called Swan’s Way, in the Middle Ages it was ‘Mill 

path’ (referring to Littlestoke mill) and ‘Church way’,23 while its uppermost part (east of 

Wheeler’s Farm) became Bradley Street,24 and an eastward continuation from the ‘village’ 

towards Wyfold was Emmens or Whitehall Lane.25 Wyfold itself was crossed by an early 

west–east route (now mainly footpaths) from Goring to Henley, which passed Sheepwash 

pond and began probably as part of a long-distance Anglo-Saxon droveway.26 Still mapped 

in 1840, by 1878 part had apparently been lost in woodland.27 Wider links are reflected in 

Littlestoke being ‘an easy day’s journey from London’ c.1720.28 Enclosure in 1864 had little 

impact on the parish’s roads, although Icknield Way ceased to be a public highway.29 Minor 

                                            
16 Check. scrapbk, pp. 2, 13; Baker, Ipsden, 101. 
17 Bodl. MS Top. Oxon. c 60, f. 109; UCA, E24/E1/3. 
18 P. Preece, ‘Water-Supply Problems in the Upland Villages of the Oxfordshire Chilterns, 
1872−1905’, Oxon. Local Hist. 6.4 (2000−1), 15; OHC, PC61/A1/1; ibid. PAR61/14/A1/1, p. 21. 
19 Above, vol. overview (communics); OHC, MS Oxf. Archd. Oxon. c. 141, pp. 14−15 (Ickleton way). 
For early roads generally, Jefferys, Oxon. Map (1767); UCA, E24/M1/1; Davis, Oxon. Map (1797). 
20 Boarstall Cart. p. 23 (Smaleportway and Totingway); above, vol. overview (communics). 
21 Grundy, Saxon Oxon. 102−6; HER, PRN 8866; VCH Oxon. XVIII, 6, 344. 
22 Actually in Ipsden parish: below, Ipsden (communics). 
23 Boarstall Cart. pp. 37–9; Berks. RO, D/EH/T64/1. 
24 Below (settlement) [Bradley St Fm]. 
25 Check. scrapbk, p. 19. 
26 R. Peberdy, ‘From Goring Towards Henley: The Course, History and Significance of a Medieval 
Oxfordshire Routeway’, Oxoniensia 77 (2012), 91−105. 
27 OHC, tithe map; OS Map 1:2500, Oxon. LIII.13 (1879 edn). 
28 Berks. RO, D/EB/T13. 
29 OHC, enclo. award and map. 
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metalled roads now run through Checkendon village, Hook End, and past Wyfold Grange to 

Sonning Common, while Whitehall Lane’s eastern end was metalled in the late 1960s.30 

Weekly carrier services to Reading operated by 1854, run initially by the village 

publican and expanded later to two or three days a week.31 Samuel Hall & Sons of 

Woodcote introduced motorized lorries and buses (the latter soon running daily) in 1919, and 

in the late 1920s three rival companies operated between Checkendon ‘village’, Reading, 

Woodcote, and Stoke Row. Of those the Woodcote-based Kemp’s Motor Services Ltd and 

its successor Chiltern Queens maintained a daily Reading service until 1986, adding a 

weekly one to Henley from c.1947 to 2002.32 In 2019 a weekly bus linked Checkendon 

‘village’ with Goring and Henley.33  

 

 

 

 

 

 Post was delivered through Henley by 1847, when the grocer and ironfounder 

Fletcher Hope (and later his son-in-law) ran a post office with the grocery shop.34 During 

Maud Pullen’s long tenure as postmistress (1903–51) the post office occupied various sites 

in Checkendon ‘village’,35 becoming an express delivery office with a telephone and 

                                            
30 Check. Echoes, 94−5. 
31 PO Dir. Oxon. (1854−77 edns); Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1883−1915 edns); Check. scrapbk, p. 137; L. 
James and J. Whitehead, Kemp’s and Chiltern Queens 1929−2002 (2017), 7−8. 
32 James and Whitehead, Kemp’s, passim; cf. Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1920−39 edns); Check. scrapbk, p. 
21; Checkendon Autumn Leaves Club scrapbk (1977), in Checkendon Hist. Group archive. 
33 www.goingforwardbuses.com (accessed Dec. 2019). 
34 PO Dir. Oxon. (1847−77 edns); Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1883−1903 edns); TNA, RG 9/883; RG 13/1370; 
below, econ. hist. (trades). 
35 Check. scrapbk, pp. 74−6; Check. Hist. 30−1. 

Checkendon is crossed by numerous north−south routes along the Thames valley and a 
ridgeway following the Chiltern hills beside which Checkendon ‘village’ developed. 
Littlestoke ferry was in neighbouring Ipsden parish. Source: Jefferys, Oxon. Map (1767). 
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telegraph by 1915, although the parish council’s request in 1928 for provision of money 

orders and a savings bank was rejected by the Postmaster General.36 From 1972 the post 

office occupied a shop in Whitehall Lane, but closed in 2016,37 replaced by a mobile service 

in Checkendon ‘village’ open two hours a week.38 

 

Population 

 

In 1086 Checkendon manor had 18 recorded tenants and Littlestoke 10, probably each 

representing a household, while others may have lived at Wyfold.39 By 1279 there were 52 

tenant households in all (29 at Checkendon, 14 at Wyfold, and 9 at Littlestoke),40 though 

only 17 paid tax in 1306, the rest being presumably too poor.41 The long-term impact of the 

Black Death may have been relatively limited, since 111 people aged over 14 (the third 

highest number in Langtree hundred) paid poll tax in Checkendon and Littlestoke in 1377.42 

Nonetheless 16th-century tax lists suggest (as later) a slightly lower population than in some 

neighbouring parishes, while two fifths of taxpayers in 1581 lived at Wyfold.43 

 By 1662 there were 35 households including 12 at Wyfold, with an estimated adult 

population of 147 in 1676.44 Eighteenth-century clergy reported 30−40 houses,45 and in 1811 

there were 46 accommodating 278 people. Following a small decrease the population 

peaked at 410 (in 76 houses) in 1851, falling to 339 in 1871, but recovering to 430 (in 116 

houses) in 1931.46 A rise to 981 in 1951 reflected the development of Borocourt hospital in 

Wyfold, whose patients and staff presumably comprised the 555 residents in 1971 (out of 

1,188 in all) who were not in private households. The hospital’s closure in 1993 left a 2001 

population of 453, rising to 493 (in 190 households) in 2011.47 

 

 

 

 

                                            
36 Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1915); OHC, PC61/A1/1, p. 194. 
37 Check. scrapbk, p. 76; Check. Hist. 31; Check. Echoes, 95−6. 
38 www.postoffice.co.uk/branchfinder2/7651376/checkendon-mobile-service (accessed Dec. 2019). 
39 DB, f. 160. Any Wyfold tenants were presumably recorded under Benson: VCH Oxon. XVIII, 25; 
below, landownership. 
40 Rot. Hund. II, 752, 764, 779. 
41 TNA, E 179/161/10 (partly defective). 
42 Poll Taxes 1377−81, ed. Fenwick, 295; no Wyfold return survives. 
43 TNA, E 179/161/201; E 179/161/198; E 179/162/346; above, Table 1. 
44 TNA, E 179/164/504; E 179/255/3; Compton Census, ed. Whiteman, 414–15, 424. Parish registers 
survive only from 1719. 
45 Secker’s Visit. 41; OHC, MS Oxf. Dioc. d 555, f. 125. 
46 Census, 1801–31. Another 7 houses in 1851 were unoccupied. 
47 Census, 1951−2011; for Borocourt, below, social hist. (welfare). Boundary changes had minimal 
impact on population. 
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Settlement 

 

Prehistoric to Anglo-Saxon 

 

A flint core found at Rumerhedge points to Palaeolithic activity in the hills,48 and Mesolithic 

worked flints have been recovered in the river valley near Littlestoke, along with dense 

scatters of Neolithic and Bronze-Age flintwork and pottery.49 Neolithic flint hand-axes have 

also been found in Checkendon ‘village’ and at Wyfold.50 An irregular enclosure north-east of 

Bottom Farm (the so-called Devil’s Churchyard) has yielded middle Iron-Age pottery,51 and a 

small Iron-Age hillfort survives at Castle Grove south-west of Wyfold Grange,52 while a 

ditched enclosure encompassing Wyfold Grange itself may be Iron-Age or later.53 Nearby 

metal-detector finds include a hoard of seven late Iron-Age gold and silver coins with 

contemporary horse fittings.54 Romano-British activity is represented by chance finds of 

coins, metalwork, and pottery across the parish,55 including a 2nd-century hoard of 24 brass 

coins from Wyfold.56 A probable Roman villa just over the parish boundary in Ipsden may be 

reflected in the Littlestoke field-name ‘Blackland’, frequently associated with Roman 

remains.57 

Anglo-Saxon pottery and metalwork has been found at Littlestoke,58 whose name 

(Old English stoc) implies a secondary settlement perhaps originally dependent on Benson 

or Goring.59 Wyfold certainly belonged to the Benson royal estate,60 its place-name 

(incorporating Old English fald or ‘fold’) referring perhaps to the Wyfold Grange earthwork 

enclosure, which lies on a former droving route and was possibly used to hold livestock.61 

                                            
48 HER, PRN 8089; J. Wymer, Lower Palaeolithic Archaeology in Britain (1968), 187. 
49 HER, PRN 15507−9, 15515−17; S. Ford, ‘Flint Scatters and Prehistoric Settlement Patterns in 
South Oxfordshire and East Berkshire’, in A. Brown and M. Edmonds (eds), Lithic Analysis and Later 
British Prehistory (BAR Brit. Ser. 162, 1987), 101−35; S. Ford and A. Hazell, ‘Prehistoric, Roman and 
Anglo-Saxon Settlement Patterns at North Stoke, Oxfordshire’, Oxoniensia 54 (1989), 7−23. For a 
neighbouring Neolithic and Bronze-Age funerary complex, below, Ipsden, N. Stoke (settlement). 
50 VCH Oxon. I, 265; HER, PRN 2521, 5206. 
51 HER, PRN 9131; R.A. Chambers, ‘The Devil's Churchyard: An Iron Age Enclosure at Checkendon, 
Oxon.’, Oxoniensia 51 (1986), 25−30. 
52 VCH Oxon. II, 333−4; HER, PRN 2016; J.E.G. Sutton, ‘Iron Age Hill-Forts and some other 
Earthworks in Oxfordshire’, Oxoniensia 31 (1966), 35. 
53 HER, PRN 2014; P. Preece, ‘The Medieval Manor of Wyfold’, SOAG Bulletin 60 (2005), 24; below. 
54 PAS website (accessed Dec. 2019), SUR-CDC775. 
55 VCH Oxon. I, 334, 339; HER, PRN 2040, 2522, 10658, 12960, 17414, 28258; Ford and Hazell, 
‘Settlement Patterns’, 13−18. 
56 PAS website, SUR-D97C94. 
57 HER, PRN 9770; Berks. RO, D/EH/T64/4−5 (‘le Blakelond’); cf. P. Cavill, A New Dictionary of 
English Field-Names (2018), xxxvii, 33. 
58 HER, PRN 17417, 28258; Ford and Hazell, ‘Settlement Patterns’, 18−20. 
59 PN Oxon. I, 45; Watts, Cambridge Dict. Eng. Place-Names, 577; above, vol. overview (settlement).  
60 Below, landownership. 
61 PN Oxon. I, 46; above (communics). The name’s first element is obscure, but Prof. Richard Coates 
(pers. com.) suggests OE wēoh (pagan shrine or temple). 
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Settlement generally was presumably dispersed, as later; nonetheless the cluster which 

became Checkendon ‘village’, located on a ridgeway near reliable ponds, was settled 

probably before the Conquest, and had a church by c.1100 if not before.62  

 

Medieval and Later Settlement 

 

Though settlement remained dispersed, small hamlets grew up at Checkendon and 

Littlestoke from the Middle Ages, the former clustered around the church, the adjacent 

manor house (preceding Checkendon Court), and a nearby rectory house established by 

1272.63 A tenant surnamed ‘de Ecclesia’ lived presumably by the churchyard,64 and in 1314 

the ‘vill’ contained a row of cottages with crofts,65 earthworks south of Checkendon Court 

perhaps indicating some settlement shrinkage following the Black Death.66 Four surviving 

houses are of 15th- or 16th-century date,67 and a predecessor of Old Cottage (in 1711 the 

only dwelling in Whitehall Lane)68 may have existed by 1564.69  

Littlestoke mill existed by 1086, the nearby manor house (documented from 1331) 

standing probably on or near the site of the present Littlestoke Manor,70 perhaps at the 

medieval hamlet’s southern end. Degraded earthworks between there and Littlestoke House 

in Ipsden have produced 12th- and 13th-century pottery and roofing tile,71 and cottages 

stood close together in Stoke ‘vill’ in 1314,72 the byname ‘above-town’ referring presumably 

to a house at its top end or on the hillside above.73 The settlement was by then known as 

Stoke Marmion or Stoke Parva (Littlestoke), distinguishing it from neighbouring North and 

South Stoke.74 By 1614 (and probably by the 16th century) it had shrunk to a single 

demesne farmstead attached to the manor house,75 and the mill was last mentioned in 

1539.76 

                                            
62 Above (landscape; communics); below, relig. hist. 
63 Below, landownership (Checkendon); relig. hist. 
64 TNA, SC 6/957/27. 
65 Cooke, ‘Docs’, 1. 
66 HER, PRN 9134; SMA 4 (1974), 29. 
67 Below (built character). 
68 Checkendon Ct estate map (1711), in private possession. 
69 Held apparently by the Emans family: OHC, SL199/D/33−4; cf. Pearman, 'Notices', 43 (from TNA, 
SP 12/34, no. 25). 
70 Below, econ. hist. (milling); landownership (Littlestoke). 
71 HER, PRN 11354; P.D. Catherall, M. Barnett, and H. Maclean (eds), The Southern Feeder: The 
Archaeology of a Gas Pipeline (1984).  
72 Berks. RO, D/EH/T64/1. 
73 Rot. Hund. II, 779; TNA, E 179/161/9 (‘Bovetoun’). 
74 PN Oxon. I, 45. 
75 TNA, C 142/341/51; Pearman, ‘Notices’, 45; below, landownership (Littlestoke). 
76 Below, econ. hist. (milling). 
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Wyfold was granted to Thame abbey in the 1150s as ‘Wyfold and Rumerhedge’ (the 

latter name meaning ‘rough pond hedge’),77 though whether settlement already existed is 

unclear. The monks presumably built a grange or manor house on the site of the present 

Wyfold Grange, and began assarting woodland for tenants,78 who by 1279 numbered 14; 

amongst them were members of the Hook family, from whom Hook End is probably 

named.79 Hook End Farm itself existed by 1584,80 and Rumerhedge Farm by 1675, while 

Beechwood Farm had a ‘new’ house in 1707.81 In addition at least ten cottages were 

scattered across the area in 1789, including two or three near Hook End Farm, and one at 

Kempwood used later as a beerhouse.82 

 Dispersed settlement elsewhere in the parish is indicated by the high proportion of 

tenants in 1279 named from outlying woods, valleys, fields, and ponds.83 Neal’s, 

Hammond’s, and Wheeler’s Farms are all named from medieval freeholders,84 while 

Ouseley and Braziers Farms were mentioned in 1635 and Bottom Farm in 1673, Braziers 

being remodelled later as a country house.85 Hammond’s End (formerly Bradley Street 

Farm) and Lovegrove’s Farm were copyholds in 1651,86 while Hammond’s Cottage was 

Crosshouse Farm in 1739.87 

 

 

                                            
77 ‘Wifaldam et Ruchmareshegge’: Reg. Regum Anglo-Norm. III, pp. 320−1; PN Oxon. I, 46. 
78 Below, econ. hist. 
79 Rot. Hund. II, 764; fig. cited omits Goring priory. Hook End was so called by 1622 (TNA, C 
3/330/24). 
80 TNA, C 66/1252, mm. 36−7; below, landownership (Wyfold). 
81 OHC, MS Wills Oxon. 52/2/19 (‘Roomer’, owned Hen. Parslow); ibid. 127/4/18. 
82 UCA, E24/M1/1 (map); below, econ. hist. (trades). 
83 e.g. de la Grave, de Ruweden, a la Felde, de Wythemere: Rot. Hund. II, 779. 
84 Below, landownership (other estates); for Wheeler’s, TNA, WARD 2/9/28A/14; ibid. SC 2/212/4. 
85 OHC, MS Oxf. Archd. Oxon. c 141, pp. 13−17; TNA, C 8/637/51; below, landownership (Braziers). 
86 TNA, C 5/519/13; C 8/263/77; cf. Checkendon Ct estate map (1711); OS Map 1:2500, Oxon. LIII.5 
(1878 edn). 
87 TNA, PROB 11/697/424; OHC, MM II/8; OS Map 1:2500, Oxon. LIII.9 (1879 edn); cf. UCA, 
E24/M1/1.  

Checkendon ‘village’ as shown on 
the 1840 tithe map (in OHC). Note 
the various ponds vital to its water 
supply. Checkendon Court is on the 
left and the former rectory house 
towards the bottom. The church is 
coloured black near the centre. The 
schoolroom (built in 1840) is not 
shown. 
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In 1840 Checkendon ‘village’ contained nine houses along with a smithy, pub, and 

newly built schoolroom adjoining the churchyard.88 The smithy moved to near Foundry 

House c.1880, its earlier site replaced in 1906 by Langtree Cottages,89 while a village hall 

was built beside the school in 1914.90 Most other 20th-century development was further 

north along Whitehall Lane, where a few houses built between 1898 and 1913 were followed 

by six semi-detached council houses called Parkside in 1928,91 and by 18 more (in a cul-de-

sac called Emmens Close) c.1951−2, mains electricity having arrived in 1936. In 1962 the 

parish council condemned the spread of private housing (mainly bungalows) along Whitehall 

Lane’s northern side as ‘undesirable ... ribbon development’, but growth quickened after 

1972 when the ‘village’ acquired mains drainage, and in 1991 five bungalows were erected 

as sheltered accommodation for the elderly. Infilling and rebuilding continued,92 a new house 

replacing the former post office shop in 2017.93 

At Wyfold, the isolated Heath End was built for the lord of Checkendon c.1851,94 

while in the 1870s Edward Hermon erected a school at Hook End, a new Wyfold Court on a 

different site, and a nearby bailiff’s house.95 An Anglican mission room built on the lane 

between Hook End and Checkendon in 1888 was replaced with a house before 1913.96 After 

Wyfold Court’s conversion to a psychiatric hospital in the 1930s numerous ancillary buildings 

were constructed in its grounds, but were removed following the hospital’s closure in 1993. 

The mansion itself was converted into residential apartments in 1999,97 and in the late 1990s 

and early 2000s over 75 dwellings were created in its grounds from converted Victorian 

outbuildings or as new-built houses, creating cul-de-sacs called Ashdown Way, Baron Way, 

Hawthorn Drive, and Hazel Grove.98 All were transferred to Rotherfield Peppard parish with 

Wyfold Court in 2003.99  

 

 

 

                                            
88 OHC, tithe award and map; below, social hist. (educ.). 
89 OS Maps 1:2500, Oxon. LIII.9 (1878−1913 edns); below (built character); econ. hist. (trades). 
90 Below, social hist. (since 1800). 
91 OS Maps 1:2500, Oxon. LIII.9 (1898 and 1913 edns); SU6683 (1964 edn); Check. Hist. 27; Check. 
scrapbk, p. 49. 
92 Check. scrapbk, pp. 19, 49, 121; Check. Hist. 27−8, 117; Check. Echoes, 94−8; SODC, online 
planning docs, P51/H0081; OHC, PC61/A1/2, p. 196; below, landownership (Checkendon). 
93 SODC, online planning docs, P16/S0981/FUL. 
94 Below, landownership (Checkendon). Two nearby ‘boarded houses’ (built by 1861) were later 
demolished: TNA, RG 9/883; Check. Hist. 29; OS Map 1:2500, Oxon. LIII.9 (1913 edn). 
95 Below (built character); landownership (Wyfold); social hist. (educ.). 
96 Below, relig. hist. (since 1820); cf. OS Maps 1:2500, Oxon. LIII.9 (1898 and 1913 edns). 
97 Below, landownership (Wyfold); social hist. (welfare); cf. OS Maps 1:10000, SU68SE (1969−89 
edns). 
98 SODC, online planning docs, P95/S0769/O, P98/S0343/LB, P98/S0905, P00/S0938. 
99 Above (boundaries). 
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The Built Character 

 

Checkendon’s oldest domestic buildings date from the 15th or 16th century, and typically for 

the area are timber-framed with brick or flint infill and tiled roofs, probably often replacing 

wattle-and-daub and thatch.100 In Checkendon ‘village’, Foundry House, The Lodge, and the 

former Four Horseshoes pub began as open hall-houses with a central hearth, and are all 

cruck-framed,101 while the Old Rectory incorporates a four-bay box-framed house of 

c.1530−50, extended before 1599.102 Later (probably 17th-century) timber framing survives 

at Foundry Cottage opposite the church (a cottage pair renovated in the 1980s), and at Old 

Cottage in Whitehall Lane, which has one storey plus attic.103 Similar-sized dwellings must 

have been common in the 1660s when around half the parish’s houses had only 1–2 

hearths, alongside some larger farmhouses with five or six and, exceptionally, Checkendon 

Court and Littlestoke manor house with eight and ten.104 

 

      

 

Checkendon Court itself was remodelled as a gabled brick-and-tile house probably in 

the 1620s,105 and by the 18th century brick and tile were ubiquitous certainly in larger 

dwellings. Bottom Farm (which incorporates a brick dated 1710) was remodelled before 

c.1785 as a large Georgian farmhouse with a central doorway, hipped roof, and dormers, 

                                            
100 Part of the former Four Horseshoes pub remained thatched in 2019. 
101 NHLE, nos. 1285295 (Foundry Ho.), 1368910 (Four Horseshoes); Check. Hist. 22; Check. 
scrapbk, p. 74; M. Kift, P. Preece, and M. Fallowfield, ‘Parish Survey of Checkendon’ (unpubl. 
typescript (1987) in SOAG Archive), pp. 31, 58, 69. All NHLE refs accessed Jan. 2020. 
102 Below, relig. hist. (rectory ho.). 
103 NHLE, nos. 1047435 (Foundry Cottage), 1180849 (Old Cottage); Check. Hist. 20. 
104 TNA, E 179/164/504; E 179/255/4; E 179/255/3 (Wyfold); Hearth Tax Oxon. 6, 40. 
105 Below, landownership (Checkendon: manor ho.). 

Late medieval cruck-framed houses. 
Left: Foundry House, showing cruck frame. 
Below: The former Four Horseshoes pub, part 
of which retains a thatched roof. 
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and has a timber-framed granary on staddle stones.106 Hammond’s Farm is of similar date, 

also with an 18th-century granary and a threshing barn built possibly in 1774.107 Higher-

status remodellings included the conversion c.1750 of Braziers Farm into a medium-sized 

gentry house which was later Gothicised,108 while the rectory acquired a Regency extension 

with ‘distinctly Soanian interiors’ in 1823−4,109 and Neal’s Farm was rebuilt in Georgian style 

c.1844.110 A plainer red-brick style with segmental-arched windows was adopted in the 

schoolroom of 1840, adjoining the churchyard.111 

Victorian Gothic appeared in E.G. Bruton’s ‘severe and austere’ alterations at the 

rectory house in 1865−6,112 followed by Edward Hermon’s extensive building campaign on 

the Wyfold Court estate in the 1870s, to designs by George Somers Clarke the elder. Wyfold 

Court in particular comprises ‘a stupendous essay in French Flamboyant Gothic’, while a 

more modest Tudor-Gothic was used for Wyfold school, Chartersfield Hall (originally the 

bailiff’s house), and Wyfold Grange, all featuring red brickwork with blue brick diapering and 

large brick chimneystacks.113 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

                                            
106 NHLE, nos. 1285266, 1047438; OHC, MM II/40, calling it ‘a substantial brick dwelling ho.’ c.1785. 
107 NHLE, nos. 1369315 (Hammond’s Fm), 1047436 (granary), 1285299 (barn, containing a tie beam 
inscribed ‘Sr C H Hardy R 1774 F’: cf. below, landownership (Checkendon)). 
108 Below, landownership (Braziers). 
109 J. Steane and J. Ayres, Traditional Buildings in the Oxford Region, c.1300−1840 (2013), 259. 
110 Below, landownership (other estates). 
111 Below, social hist. (educ.).  
112 Steane and Ayres, Tradit. Bldgs, 259. 
113 Country Life, 20 Jul. 2000, 78; Bldg News 33 (1877), 6, 16−17; The Builder 43 (1882), 94; NHLE, 
no. 1249972 (Chartersfield); below, landownership (Wyfold); social hist. (educ.). 

Left: Datestone ‘EH 1874’ on the former school at Hook End designed for Edward 
Hermon by George Somers Clarke. Right: Langtree Cottages in Checkendon ‘village’, 
designed by Ormrod Maxwell Ayrton and erected in 1906 for Sir Edward Busk. 
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In the early 20th century several Checkendon landowners commissioned London-

based architects working in Arts-and-Crafts and Jacobethan styles. Ormrod Maxwell Ayrton 

oversaw alterations to Heath End (incorporating murals by the artist Arthur Hacker),114 and 

designed Langtree Cottages in Checkendon ‘village’, a picturesque row of three oak-framed 

dwellings built for Sir Edward Busk in 1906, and incorporating a jettied cross wing, lath-and-

plaster infill, a plain tile roof, and brick chimneystacks.115 Around the same time Maxwell 

Maberly Smith made alterations to Checkendon Court and The Lodge (then the post 

office),116 while c.1907 Herbert Mansford remodelled Yewtree Cottage as Crosshouse (also 

known as Hammond’s),117 and in 1920 Guy Dawber designed the churchyard’s timber-

framed lych gate,118 followed by Colcutt & Hamp’s Jacobethan remodellings of Hook End 

Farm (later Manor).119 Extensions to Checkendon Court in the 1980s maintained the existing 

red brick vernacular,120 while by contrast Oakwood Farm near Hook End, by Aldington, Craig 

& Collinge, is a modernist farmhouse of 2007−8, built around three sides of a courtyard and 

featuring monopitch roofs and large expanses of glass.121 

 
 

 

                                            
114 Below, landownership (Checkendon: Heath End). 
115 NHLE, no. 1249925; Country Life, 20 Jan. 1912, 7−8; Check. Hist. 20−1. 
116 Below, landownership (Checkendon). 
117 OHC, RDC8/8/Y1/4/9; RDC8/8/Y1/4/12. For name changes, OS Maps 1:2500, Oxon. LIII.9 (1898 
and 1913 edns); Kelly’s Dir. Oxon. (1907−15 edns). 
118 OHC, MS Oxf. Dioc. c 1765, faculty 1920. 
119 Below, landownership (Wyfold). 
120 Below, landownership (Checkendon). 
121 SODC, online planning docs, P07/E0500. 

Guy Dawber’s churchyard 
lych gate, erected in 1920 as 
a memorial to parishioners 
killed in the First World War. 
 


